The time has come for greener air travel – part 4 (December 2020)
This is the fourth chapter in my “green travel odyssey” and this time I have chosen to focus on
the new startups and scaleups who are developing and providing solutions capable of
accelerating the shift towards a more sustainable travel industry – you might be surprised to see
how fast the segment has evolved and how many players you have available to purchase services
from now or in the near to medium future – there are some very promising developments
happening which will accelerate the move towards a sustainable travel industry.
Before I dive into the world of sustainable travel tech let me start by disclosing my personal
travel-generated CO2 stats for 2020 – I began the year with some heavy travel and have flown a
total of 48,099 miles in 2020, so despite Covid-19 I actually had a total CO2 emission of 11.59
tons which I have offset via ClimateCare for a total amount of 86.96 GBP (115.72 USD at
today’s rate) and as a result I have achieved my goal of being CO2 neutral for air travel in 2020.

The emerging world of sustainable travel tech
With my offset contribution out of the way – let me focus on the real objective of this chapter –
the rapid growing ecosystem of startups and scaleups who are developing and delivering services
and solutions aimed at helping the travel industry go green.
During 2020 I have proactively reached out to any company (big or small) who appeared on my
innovation radar with a clear focus on sustainable travel – and the following list provides a
summary of the most relevant and exciting solutions – some of them are already available while
others are in early stage of development, but I will keep an eye on them as we go into 2021 and
beyond and hopefully share their positive story on a regular basis.

I have divided the companies into 2 groups being software, and other – so hopefully this
provides a little guidance around the type of product and service each company is providing –
and they are listed alphabetically in each group below.
I would like to apologise in advance for no doubt leaving a number of relevant companies and
solutions out from the list – this is a summary of the most interesting companies I have found
personally during 2020 so should be viewed at that – and if anyone feels left out then please
contact me directly via LinkedIn or email using johnnythorsen@icloud.com.

Software providers
AllSeated (www.allseated.com)
AllSeated provides a service known as ExVo designed to upgrade the traditional virtual meetings
from the “boring square boxes” to a fully immersive experience based on a gaming-like user
interface combined with a digital twin copy of a fast-growing library of real-life venues
converted into a virtual format. Delegates attend events as an avatar moving around in the digital
venue and can interact with each other via chat and video calls between the avatars, as well as
attend sessions in the main stage area and breakout rooms or go to the social hangout spaces. The
ExVo platform has a clear potential to become a permanent hybrid solution with a significant
sustainability impact as the service elevates the virtual presence to a new level capable of
replacing the physical presence completely for a number of events.
Buzz builder : Digital twin universe for meeting and events

Conscious Convenience (www.conscious-convenience.com)
Conscious Convenience provides a service designed to help hotels understand their carbon
footprint across the entire operational spectrum of their business ranging from electricity to food
, waste and transportation. This creates a transparent and honest view of the carbon footprint for
each room and guests, and will be increasingly important for the hotel as well as their corporate
and leisure customers who will demand more clarity around this area. They have also launched a
new service (www.klimascore.com) which makes it possible to search for hotels by the climate
score replacing the traditional search parameters completely.
Buzz builder : Search hotel by climate score

ThrustCarbon (www.ThrustCarbon.com)
ThrustCarbon provides a service designed to help companies manage their sustainable travel
program initiatives ranging from an initial analysis of CO2 emission generated by all areas of the
corporate travel program, to implementation and launch of an internal carbon budget distributed
at cost center level to a fully automated offset process against a catalogue of highly curated
projects around the world. ThrustCarbon won the BTN Innovate Award in October 2020 and
have already signed contract with several global Fortune-500 companies and are likely to see
dramatic growth during 2021 and beyond – all while focused on making it effortlessly green.
Buzz builder : Sustainable travel management engine

TravelOperations (www.traveloperations.com)
TravelOperations provides mid- and back-office solutions as well as CRM services for travel
agencies (both TMC’s and OTAs) and also count airlines and tour operators among their
customers. All the products are developed on top of the Microsoft Dynamics 365 stack so
integrate with all relevant Microsoft products. TravelOperations have recently launched a fully
automated integration with ThrustCarbon which means all customers and their customers now
can monitor and offset their carbon footprint instantly for all booking data imported into the
TravelOperations product suite – a perfect example of adding sustainability capabilities to an
existing product.
Buzz Builder : Activate sustainability for your existing data

Troop (www.trooptravel.com)
Troop provides a service designed to help companies decide where to host a meeting (hybrid or
physical-only) based on a comprehensive list of variable decision-making factors, including
carbon emission (CO2). This makes it possible for companies to decide where to host events
based on sustainability factors rather than the traditional cost-driven factors and based on the
amount of new customers Troop signed in 2020 there is no doubt about the fact that the solution
solves a major problem for a growing number of large corporations
Buzz builder : Where do we meet ?

Other categories (SAF, sensors, electric and hybrid planes)
CBL Markets (www.cblmarkets.com)
CBL Markets provides a service designed to provide airlines with a new real-time marketplace
where they can trade carbon offset quotas which are vetted in advance to make sure they meet
the standards defined by IATA as part of the CORSIA program. While targeted at the airlines
initially, the platform can be used by any other entity looking to buy or sell carbon offsets, and
given the scale of the programs already available for trading CBL Markets is well positioned to
play a significant role in the comings years and accelerate the migration towards a sustainable
travel industry
Buzz builder : Commodity style marketplace for carbon offset trading

Faradair (www.faradair.com)
Faradair is developing a completely new type of airplane known as a BEHA plane – short for
Bio Electric Hybrid Aircraft – using a combination of propeller and propulsion technology as
well as built-in solar panels for battery driven on-ground operation. Faradair is designed to fly up
to 18 passengers or 3 standard size air cargo containers (converts from pax to cargo mode in just
15 min) for short haul distances up to 300 miles. The plane will feature autonomous fly mode as
an option (ideal for wildfire prevention and protection jobs) as well use STOL (short take-off and
landing) for use of small regional airports which can open entire ne city pairs in the major metri
areas.
Buzz builder : The world’s most environmental airplane

Fly Green Alliance (www.flygreenalliance.org)
Fly Green Alliance provides independent consulting services across a wide range of segments to
corporations and individuals involved in buying of corporate travel. Through the FGA Travel
Smart Program they help companies understand their current situation, create and execute a
strategic framework for a sustainable travel program and monitor the ongoing performance along
with the option to partner with a growing list of suppliers and customers to share knowledge,
experience and ideas.
Buzz builder : Leading the way towards a greener travel program

SkyNRG (www.skynrg.com)
SkyNRG provides a fast-growing ecosystem for sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) to continue the
positive development we have seen in the recent years. SkyNRG is directly involved in the
supply chain for SAF and are working together with a number of partners to accelerate the
overall market share of SAF as well as simplifying and optimizing the actual delivery process
into the airport and the actual tanks on the plane.
Buzz builder : Make SAF the new global standard

Are you doing your part ?
That’s it – I hope you have enjoyed reading about the new companies and solutions focused on
helping the travel industry go greener faster – and if you want to have a direct contact in any of
these companies don’t hesitate to reach out to me – or just contact them via their website – they
are all ready to connect and start working with you tomorrow.

In closing, I wonder how many of have made a personal carbon offset contribution in 2020 - and
if so, through which program – please feel free to share as comments on this post if you don’t
mind, and if you are a global travel buyer please add a comment about how your travel program
is managing the carbon offset initiative today – via your TMC, the internal ESG team or an
external consulting service ?

Keep those green travel plans flying high out there

